
Great prizes await!! Post now to share your outdoor experience!

Don’t miss this chance to win S$1,000 worth of travel vouchers and other great
prizes! Share via either Instagram or Facebook your outdoor adventures in Japan. 

 
To post on Facebook, go to our thread on this Share-your-story Contest then hit

‘Like’. Simply just describe your outdoor experience in the comment section with up
to 400 characters. Alternatively, just post your photo on Instagram as per usual

including the short description. Note: Make sure to include our campaign hashtag
#jbyjadventure and the #prefecture where your story features or where you took the

photo. Also remember that this contest is open to all JAPAN by Japan (JbyJ)
members. Multiple entries are welcome, so post as many as you like! For more

details on how to join, check out the link below.

Dare to explore every corner of Japan’s great outdoors! 
 

Looking to spice up your bucket list? Look no further! Check out the various useful
information on the many kinds of outdoor activities in Japan. Snow activities in

winter, marine activities in summer, luxurious golf experiences for golfers, enjoyable
hiking trails for nature lovers, and observing of rare endemic creatures for animal

lovers – all these and more have been curated just for you!

Hot News 
 

Important Notification 
 

We would like to inform you that you may check Japan’s latest update of COVID-
19 situation from the website in below link. Please refer to it to see how your plans

to visit Japan may be affected.

About This Newsletter 
 

This newsletter is exclusively brought to you by the Japan National Tourism
Organization, Singapore Office. Through our specially curated contents, we

continue to connect with our JAPAN by Japan community and members as you
are special to us.
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Share-your-story Contest >

Dare to Explore Japan's Great Outdoors >

Bungy jump from Japanʼs

highest, Gifu Prefecture

Experience the thrill of jumping off

Japanʼs highest bungy jump site!

Situated in Yaotsu Town in Gifu

Prefecture, the free fall of 215m from

the Shintabisoko Bridge across a deep

valley is guaranteed to give you an

adrenaline-packed 7 seconds of your

life! Do try to take in the scenery

surrounding the bridge as it is a

testament to the beauty of Gifuʼs

grand outdoors, with steep mountains

being cut through by the Tabisoko

River, creating an incredibly deep and

stunning V-shaped valley. Thereʼs also

a viewing platform for those who just

want to cheer on the jumpers.

Bungy jump from Japan’s highest, Gifu Prefecture >

Climbing the 25m-tall frozen

Choji Falls, Tochigi Prefecture

Immerse in the breathtaking beauty of

winter with an ice climbing trip in

Nikko! With the scenic Nikko Kirifuri

Plateau as your backdrop, enjoy a

unique ice climbing experience on the

25m-high frozen Choji Falls. After a

brief lesson on how to use crampons

and ice axes, you can experience this

out-of-the-world excursion from mid-

January to early March when the falls

are completely frozen. The activity is

catered to climbers of all skill levels –

beginners can climb the gentle 15m

slope next to the waterfall before

progressing to the more advanced

waterfall climb.

Climbing the 25m-tall frozen Choji Falls, Tochigi Prefecture >

SUP excursion with scenic

sunset view at Koajiro Bay,

Kanagawa Prefecture

Enjoy a sunset excursion on a stand-

up paddleboard (SUP) at Koajiro Bay

which is adjacent to the primeval

forests of the Miura peninsula in

Kanagawa Prefecture. The SUP tour

takes you around the calm bay which

is not affected by the wind nor tide,

making it easy for beginners to paddle

around. At the far end of the bay is

Koajiroʼs forest, where you can also

appreciate the mudflats and even try

SUP yoga! Experience the beautiful,

expansive bay with a unique

perspective on the water, and if youʼre

lucky, you can also see the silhouette

of Mt. Fuji.  

SUP excursion with scenic sunset view at Koajiro Bay, Kanagawa
Prefecture >

Witness one of the largest

habitats for migratory birds,

Saga Prefecture

The Higashiyoka-higata tidal flats in

Saga Prefecture is a major stopover

and wintering site for migratory

waterbirds in Japan, with over 11,500

birds counted every year in spring,

including endangered species such as

the Saundersʼs Gull, Black-faced

Spoonbill, and Far Eastern Curlew. You

can view the extensive tidal flats from

the Higasasu Observation Deck. It is

certainly a breathtaking experience to

see thousands of shorebirds fly

toward and flock at the wetland to

forage for food in spring and autumn.

 

Witness one of the largest habitats for migratory birds, Saga Prefecture >

Ghib Ojisan embarks on his latest journey with the Fly Me to Japan Sky Dining

experience at Mount Faber! Fly Me to Japan Sky Dining is a cable car dining

experience by Mount Faber Leisure Group, and watch Ghib Ojisan show you how

you can enjoy the exquisite Japanese cuisine and dessert, including the

Japanese Omi Wagyu and Yuzu Panna Cotta! While dining, the cable car brings

the diners over the spectacular panoramic views of Sentosa, and even Keppel

Bay. Reminiscing flying yourself to Japan as you enjoy Japan in the air.

Watch the Fly Me to Japan Sky Dining experience >

Find out more about Fly Me to Japan Sky Dining >

For more SJ55 promotions and activities >

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Advisory information >
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